802.16e Closing Report - 07/21/05

• 378 comments submitted in Ballot recirculation
• 22 late/additional comments generated during comment resolution
• Received 40 contributions prior to meeting – many subsequent revisions
• 4 new contributions created during comment resolution
• Presentation by IETF on TGe security review
• Security Ad Hoc met parallel w/TGe
802.16e Closing Report - 07/21/05

• All on time and late comments and associated contributions were resolved – results are recorded in comment database 802.16-05/045r2

• Group agreed to adopt the editorially revised D9delta2 document as baseline for D10

• Held joint meeting with Maintenance to resolve common issues and associated comments
802.16e Closing Report – 07/21/05

- Accepted comment database 802.16-05/045r2 as resolution of the Sponsor Ballot Recirculation comments (Unanimous):
  - 303 Accepted or Accepted Modified
  - 32 Rejected
  - 259 Technical
    - 51 Binding (12 Sat; 39 TBD)
  - 44 Superseded
  - 137 Editorial
  - 21 Withdrawn
  - 4 Other

- Authorized the editor to revise P802.16e/D9delta2 in accordance with the comment resolutions in 802.16-05/045r2 and reissue the document as P802.16e/D10 (Unanimous)
802.16e Closing Report – 05/04/05

• Authorized the TGe Chair to bring the following motion to the WG: (Unanimous):

• Motion to WG:
  – "To accept IEEE 802.16-05/045r2 as the Sponsor Ballot Recirculation comment resolutions, develop Draft P802.16e/D10 based on those resolutions, and initiate Confirmation Recirculation"

For: 92  Against: 1